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How Human Culture Evolved from Star Stuff; with Some Ideas and Hypotheses
By Ted Cloak

August 31, 2022

“When we think about parts of the body, we tend to think of muscles, heart, brain, etc.
The next step down in size brings us to the cells of which those parts are made. That
drop in size is immense. Human cells are about ten times smaller than the point of a pin,
and your body is composed of 5 trillion of them. And within each cell are multitudes of
atoms, molecules, and structures made of molecules…” (Hoagland and Dodson 1995:xiii)
(emphasis added)

Look around you. Unless you are hiking in a trackless wilderness, everything you
see, or smell, or hear, every artifact, utterance, or social interaction, is the
product of us human beings behaving, doing, making, acting. Sometimes we
behave in concert, sometimes we work against each other. Why do we do this?
How do we do it? I’m an anthropologist, and I will show that we do it because we
are following instructions acquired from each other and stored in our brains; in
other words, by culture.
But how is that possible? How could mindless physical forces take bits of matter,
the detritus of exploding stars, and from them create animals, let alone bearers
and executors of culture, on a rocky ball somewhere in the emptiness of space?
In this essay, I’ll attempt to show how that happened, at least once, in an
evolutionary series of behavioral stages. Keep in mind that nothing here implies
design or planning. Each of the adaptations making up these stages, and every
one that follows down to today, results from an extremely rare success among
millions or billions of mindless “experiments”, each consisting of the fortuitous
making and breaking of electromagnetic bonds among tiny bits of matter.
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Keep in mind, also, that none of this story has been inevitable. The whole
“project” might well have died forever and left no trace. Indeed, it probably did
just that on a myriad of earthlike planets. We know of five mass extinctions here
on earth which left evidence; how many mass extinctions, including total
extinctions, occurred before there were living things which had evidence to
leave? On any one habitable (“Goldilocks”) planet, the odds against a sequence of
events resulting in beings that write essays, and read them, are incalculable. All
we know is that those odds were beaten at least once, on one of the estimated 19
sextillion habitable planets in the universe (Frost 2017).
Evolution, Stage One: Behavior of Macromolecules
When Carl Sagan famously said “We are made of star stuff,” he was referring to
the process by which a giant star blows up and sprays its atoms all over the
universe, some of them raining down on planets like earth where they find their
way into warm wet places. Warm atoms are in constant motion, and some of
those places became concentrated “soups”, where atoms frequently bumped into
each other. When they bumped, they sometimes bound together
electromagnetically into molecules, and some of those molecules happened to
bind together into macromolecules of the organic sort, at least for a time.1
And on the newly cooling earth, about four billion years ago, some of those
floating macromolecules behaved, that is, they acted, they did something. They
changed their shape, or they changed their relationship to each other or to their
surroundings, or they even changed something in their surroundings.
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I think these and the following ideas are based on long-ago readings of Monod (1971) and Fox & Dose (1972) pp.
1-15. Hoffmann (2012) is an excellent source for further reading.
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In the vast majority of cases, those behaviors changed nothing further, or even
hastened the macromolecules’ inevitable breakdown into their constituent
molecules or atoms. But very occasionally, in spots where the soup environment
was just right, the behaviors of the macromolecules actually preserved them
intact a little longer. Where there were many similar such macromolecules, their
similar behaviors thereby increased their frequency in those spots. Those
macromolecules’ behaviors thus adapted them to ecological niches (the spots) in
their environment. In at least one case, here on Earth, that adaptation became
the beginning of evolution by what Charles Darwin dubbed “natural selection”. 2
Through the eons, such molecular evolution continued. Spontaneous variations in
adapted macromolecules occasionally increased or improved their adaptations.
Sometimes, by creating a new ecological niche, such an improvement triggered a
progressive series of macromolecular adaptations, an adaptive trend.3 Important
adaptive trends included, in order:
 Capturing atoms and small molecules from the soup for energy to maintain
integrity, and doing so ever more efficiently.
 Assembly of some such captives into copies of the captor macromolecule’s
component molecules and then releasing them into the substrate soup,
thereby increasing the rate of self-assembly of new similar
macromolecules. In one place on one planet, that adaptive trend

2
3

For a more detailed, although less radical, formulation of this idea, see Cloak 1986.
For an extended discussion of ecological niches and adaptive trends, see Appendix A.
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eventuated in full-bore self-replication by macromolecules – specifically,
the double helix of DNA macromolecules. 4
 Cooperative Behavior with non-similar macromolecules, eventually leading
to the combination of DNA, mRNA, and Ribosomes into a “factory” that
enables the controlled assembly of various protein molecules, including
enzymes, from amino acids.5 That wondrous invention is the heart of
organic reproduction, the greatest adaptive trend of them all.
 Organic reproduction enabling a concurrent trend: wrapping the
cooperating macromolecules in a membrane, thus creating the selfreplicating cell.6
 Cells’ selectively permeable outer membranes allowing the cells to absorb,
from the substrate soup, the atoms and molecules needed by their
contained macromolecules, while allowing the macromolecules to continue
to exist and behave in their traditional environment.
 Evolution accelerating enormously, as the mechanisms of reproduction
evolved. Mutations in DNA molecules occasionally happened to produce
novel protein molecules whose behavior enabled their cells better to
propagate.
 Thus protected, the reproductive and constructive macromolecules
surviving the challenges and grasping the opportunities of neighboring,
slightly different environments external to the cell. This adaptive trend,

4

This just in: All of the bases in DNA and RNA have now been found in meteorites.
The genes for that combination are strikingly similar for living things of every species. That indicates that there
have been few successful mutations in those genes subsequent to the very beginning.
6
Carroll 2005 is a great reference for this and other cellular processes.
5
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together with the DNA-mRNA-Ribosome factory’s production of ever more
sophisticated protein-based structures in the cell, resulted in an incredible
proliferation and diversification of single cells.
Evolution, Stage Two: Behavior of Cells
Inevitably, the factory produced proteins enabling behavior of the cells they were
part of. The ability to forage for food immediately comes to mind. We learned
about paramecia and amoebas in high school biology, but even the colon bacillus,
Escherichia coli, gets around (e.g. Marken & Powers 1989).
And just as different macromolecules cooperate to produce adaptive behaviors,
so did cells come to differentiate and cooperate, in two different ways: (1) by
becoming genetically diverse through mutation and natural selection and evolving
mutualistic relations (“Aggregative multicellularity”), and (2) by remaining
genetically identical but developing genetic “switches” which determine which
structural genes are activated in different contexts (“clonal multicellularity”)
(Márquez-Zacarías, et al. 2021). The latter way enabled the formation of
multicellular organisms, in another major adaptive trend. This started with cells
simply sticking together after replicating themselves, and continued up to the
enormous number of species of microscopic and macroscopic animals, plants, and
other living things we know today.
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Evolution, Stage Three: Behavior of Multicellular Animals
Very early in animal evolution, the cells acquired the basic instructions for
behavior, along with those for sensors and motors – specializations that gather
information from the outside world and those that enable action with respect to
that outside world.
The usual, standard way of describing that activity is to state that a particular
perceived sensory “stimulus” triggers a particular motor “response”. If the
question arises of why that stimulus triggers that response, the answer is framed
in general terms of heredity or learning which has, presumably, set up a sequence
of neurons and synapses linking sensory cells to motor cells -- in very complicated
networks, of course. But that explanation skips accounting for the ability of most
animals to adjust their behavior in response to small and large differences and
changes in the environmental situation. Nor does it explain how the animal
“knows what to do.” It also fails adequately to describe non-movement behavior,
such as an animal remaining stationary to conceal itself, or supporting itself
against gravity. The missing element in such explanations is a set of perceptual
control systems (Powers 1973, Powers et al. 2011) governing movement (or lack
thereof) in animals, probably since the Cambrian era or even before.
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A simple example of a perceptual control system is your household thermostat
(figure 1).
Your setting of the thermostat
sends an internal signal called the
reference signal, say “68⁰F”, while
the room-temperature detector
sends a signal called the perceptual
signal. Both signals are sent to the
comparator. As long as the
perceptual signal approximates the
reference signal (say by reading
between 67⁰ and 69⁰) the comparator declares a “match” and does nothing; that
is to say, it sends an error signal of 0. If/when the perceptual signal is outside that
67⁰-69⁰ range, however, the comparator sends a non-0 error signal to an output
device connected to your heater, turning the heater on or off as appropriate.
That’s how the system, through action on its environment, controls its perceptual
signal by making it match the reference signal.7 Moreover, the thermostat/control
system never stops working until you turn it off; it is constantly monitoring the
room temperature in a continuous feedback loop.

7

You might think that the thermostat control system controls the temperature of your house or room, but that
would be inaccurate. If you held a hot lightbulb or an ice cube against its input device, you’d see that all it really
can control is its perception. (You also might want to say that the thermostat “controls” the furnace, because it
turns the furnace on and off. That’s an entirely different usage of the word “control” and should not be confused
with our usage here, which Powers derived from engineering.)
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Just as DNA, mRNA, and Ribosome macromolecules came together in early lifeforms to enable protein manufacture, I propose that cells and macromolecules
came together in the earliest animals, to form an ancestral perceptual control
system, and that almost all animal behavior depends upon physical control
systems that descended,
with modification, from that
ancestral control system.
To apply the perceptual
control system idea to an
animal behavior, imagine
you are at a tea party, or a
beer party, holding your mug
out for a refill. Here’s what’s
going on (Figure 2):
A certain control system,
embedded in your nervous system, is receiving a reference signal representing
“Holding hand and mug steady”. For explanatory purposes, let’s say that the
initial perceptual signal, produced by combining signals from various elements of
your sensory apparatus, represents “Yes. Hand and mug are steady (enough)”.
The comparator has a match; its error signal, therefore, is zero (0 – no signal). But
as your mug fills, gravity pulls your hand down a little, causing the perceptual
signal to vary slightly from that match: “No. Hand and mug are sagging”.
Detecting that, the comparator increases its error signal to the output function,
which sends signals resulting in muscular contractions opposing that gravitational
8
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pull. Although the downward movement has been scarcely perceptible, it is
resisted, tending to restore the match. The resulting constant feedback loop
continues to run, keeping hand and mug apparently steady, until you decide to do
something else with the mug; i.e., until you change the reference signal. (Try
framing that behavior – yes, behavior -- in conventional “stimulus  response”
terms.)
The control system is controlling a perception of your hand keeping its position; in
other words, it is trying to keep its perception of your hand and the mug matching
its reference signal, “Holding Hand and Mug Steady”, by sending output signals to
your muscles.
NOTE: Henceforth, our convention will be as follows: Expressions within
curly braces ({Like This}) represent control systems (CSes).
Stage 3.1, Hierarchies of Perceptual Control Systems
In the above text and Figure 2, I’ve left out something very important. The
movements discussed are much too elaborate for CS{Holding Hand and Mug
Steady} to make by itself. Instead, the Animal Behavior Adaptive Trend has led to
hierarchies of CSes: Most perceptual control systems neither receive their inputs
directly from sensory cells nor send their output signals directly to muscle cells.
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Instead, each CS is an
intermediate module in
a hierarchy of control
systems (Figure 3): Its
received reference
signals are the output
signals of control
systems above it in the
hierarchy, and its output
signals similarly become
the reference signals for
control systems below.
Consider the CS{Holding Hand and Mug Steady} again. Its output signals don’t go
directly to muscles. Instead, they serve as the reference signals of subordinate
CSes controlling their perceptions, of angular positions of joints: shoulder, elbow,
wrist, and fingers. Those CSes’ outputs become the reference signals of CSes
controlling input proprioceptions from the various muscles involved. CS{Holding
Hand and Mug Steady} is using the subordinate control system hierarchy to
maintain its perception of your hand remaining still.
Moreover, CS{Holding Hand and Mug Steady} is itself subordinate to, say,
CS{Drinking from Mug}, which in turn is near the bottom of a multi-level hierarchy
extending up through CS{Drinking Beverage}, all the way up to CS{Stayin’ Alive}.
Now suppose you decide to take a sip from the mug. CS{Drinking from Mug} stops
sending its output signal to CS{Holding Hand and Mug Steady} and sends it to
10
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CS{Mug Moving Toward Mouth} instead. CS{Mug Moving Toward Mouth} sends
its output signal to CS{Elbow Joint Bending}, and so forth. The smooth rapid
accurate curvilinear movement of the mug to your mouth is the result of constant
mid-course correction by a host of hierarchically organized control systems.
The above mug scenarios are of course merely illustrative. They illustrate that a
simple module, the CS, underlies behavior, no matter how complicated, and that
even the most complex behavior results from a network of CS modules
hierarchically connected in levels.
Moreover, while any animal is alive, it contains innumerable CSes which are
active, i.e. getting a reference signal, if only to maintain equilibrium.
Summary So Far
 Evolution by natural selection long preceded reproduction; indeed, the
mechanisms of reproduction evolved from non-self-replicating
macromolecules.
 Behavior has led evolution from the beginning – action first (and still) by
macromolecules, then by cells, then by multicellular organisms.
 Macromolecular action continues to take the lead, in change both
evolutionary (phylogeny) and developmental (ontogeny). Biological activity
is never planned or designed, outside in; it’s always inside out. 8
 The behavior of organisms, from the very earliest, has been the control of
perception by action, by means of control systems, later linked in
hierarchical networks, matching perceptual signals to reference signals.

8

Dawkins (2009) explains this eloquently in his Chapter 8, pp. 211-250.
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Stage 3.2, Reference Signal Upgrade: The Role of Memory
The control systems we’ve discussed so far, such as CS{Holding Hand and Mug
Steady}, have been at a low hierarchical level and, therefore, the output function
of the next higher-level CS can provide an adequate reference signal for them. But
CSes at levels higher than that, such as CS{Having Tea With Friends} or a wolf
spider’s CS{My House}, require more complicated (broad band) reference signals.
To complete his model, Powers inserts a memory function at the top of the CS
(1973:Ch. 15, Fig. 15.2). When addressed by the output signal of the next higher
CS, the CS’s memory function furnishes the reference signal (Figure 4).
Powers refers to the
memory function’s
contents as an “image”,
making no explicit
distinction between the
mental, experienced
image and the underlying
neurological storage
structure or arrangement
that produces the image. I
do make that distinction,
calling the underlying
neurological storage
structure or arrangement
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the nimage, short for “neural image” (Figure 4). I do so because:
 I want to stick to behavior, and not get involved with other usages of the
word “memory”;
 Nimages are part of CSes in many species which don’t have images, as far
as we know;
 In humans, many CSes are active at any given time, at many levels, but we
experience images for only a very few of their nimages at any one time;
 Nimages are physical, biochemical structures of some kind, so they can
have causal efficacy, via electromagnetism. Mental images are just that,
mental, so they lack causal efficacy, and therefore lack scientific
explanatory value;9
 We know we have nimages because we have images.10 Nimages are
neurological; therefore, their evolutionary raison d’etre is that they play a
part in behavior.11 What part in behavior could they play, if not as reference
standards in Perceptual Control Systems?
How This Works (Figure 4)
When/while the CS is addressed by a next-higher-level CS, its nimage sends its
signal to the CS’s comparator. The comparator compares that reference signal to
whatever perceptual signal(s) it’s getting from the input function. As long as it

9

In a word, images are epiphenomena. Some otherwise normal people don’t have images at all. It’s a condition
called aphantasia (Zimmer 2021).
10
See also Pearson & Kosslyn 2015.
11
“My thinking is first and last and always for the sake of my doing” (William James, 1890, P. 333).
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doesn’t find a match, it sends an error signal to the output function. Action
ensues except while a match occurs.
That’s a ridiculously simplistic description of what happens, of course:
 The strength of any of the signals may vary, according to the dictates of its
source and/or of its immediate environment.
 There surely is competition among upper-level CSes for access to lowerlevel CSes. Something is needed to direct traffic. (Synapses may well be
involved.)
 There will probably be cross-traffic among hierarchies.
 Matches are not necessarily exact like computer matches. The nimage may
contain just enough information to allow a sort of functional equivalence in
the comparator.12

12

Epstein (2016) may inadvertently illustrate the difference between perception and nimage when he reports an

ad hoc experiment he has used in his classes to attack representationism. He has an intern draw a U.S. dollar bill
first from memory and then while perceiving a dollar bill. Here is the result:

From memory – image, reflecting nimage
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 While there are built-in mechanisms for handling uncontrolled inputs,
emergencies may overwhelm them. Interrupt processes may be required,
for fast switches to a different reference signal.
 In short, Nature does not follow a design. The whole ingenious behavioral
apparatus is but the latest outcome of a messy, chaotic, long-term adaptive
trend.
Just What is a Nimage, or a CS, Biophysically Speaking?
Powers: “We are assuming that memory is recorded in the form of a physical
change in a molecule.” (1973: 207). Marx and Gilon (2012, 2019) have shown that
a memory can be stored biochemically in the extracellular matrix of a single
neuron.
Therefore, I propose that an entire CS, nimage and all, can be stored in and with a
single neuron. If that seems incredible, keep in mind that almost every cell in an
organism contains the entire apparatus necessary for directing the construction of
that organism, as well as the cell’s machinery for replicating itself, feeding itself,
repairing itself, etc.
Per Powers, the nimage is basically a capture from a previous perception, as
shown above in Figure 4. Besides being visual, the nimage may, like a perception,
be based on any sensory mode or even be multimodal. It may be three
dimensional. It may even be four dimensional, like a 3-D film clip.
I would add that we animals build our nimages, adding to them and paring them
down. For instance:
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With repeated perceptions of the same person, place, or thing, our nimages
grow and become more comprehensive. Our images seem more
representative of the “entire” person, place, or thing. A hologram might be
a good metaphor here.



We animals build “maps” of our territories, sequential nimages of
landmarks we want to see on our way to various locations and on our way
home.



Humans can combine disparate nimages, and can even subject the resulting
nimage to selection before adopting it (Campbell 1960).



It’s well known that our nimages change every time we access them.

At any rate, the role of the nimage is crucial, especially in the evolution and
continuance of the human capacity for culture, to which we now turn.
Evolution of the Control System
Elements of control systems are probably found in the earliest eukaryotic cells,
and even in bacteria (e.g., Marken and Powers 1989). It seems certain that the
basic animal control system was well established with the very earliest
multicellular animals, roughly one billion years ago. If the phylogeny of the control
system paralleled the adaptive trend of other basic animal features such as the
reproductive system, control system genetics has likely been remarkably stable.
In effect, the primordial cellular control system served as a template/ancestor for
the evolution and proliferation of control systems and hierarchies in all animal
species.
16
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Herewith a suggested sequence for the Control System Adaptive Trend. Please
keep in mind that the machinery from each of these stages continues to exist, and
operate, in species of all subsequent stages:
In earlier and simpler species, every CS, with or without nimage, develops
automatically during ontogeny; in other words, each is entirely genetically
programmed.13
Later on, some CSes require shaping during and after ontogeny. Think of a kitten
learning to CS{Be A Cat}, or a human practicing to CS{Be A Better Musician or
Athlete}. In such cases the hierarchy of control already exists; for each CS in the
hierarchy, what’s being shaped are the nimages of its subordinate control systems
and/or the reference signals or address signals sent to them. Trial-and-error
learning has been added to rigid genetic programming.14
From trial-and-error learning, operant conditioning eventually evolved,
comprising the actual creation of a subordinate CS. For instance, when CS{Sweet
Taste}’s perception is repeatedly matched immediately after perceiving a ripe
strawberry, that latter perception may be captured and adopted as the nimage of
a newly generated subordinate CS{Seeing Ripe Strawberry}. That’s how
hierarchies of control are built. The organism already wants the sweet taste, and
from now on wanting that taste makes it want to see a ripe strawberry. And so
forth: That would be just one step in acquiring an entire CS{Strawberry-Foraging}
hierarchy.

13

The neuron with CS would have appeared at the very beginning of animal evolution, followed much more
recently by the addition of the nimage to the neuronal toolkit.
14
Some such learning may actually occur in single-cell organisms. Gershman et al. 2021.
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It took about 0.75 billion years of evolution to perfect that stage, practically the
whole time of animal kingdom phylogeny, yielding the behavior-acquisition
capabilities of cats, rats, octopi, dogs, pigeons, and our primate ancestors.

Stage Four, Observational Learning; The Emergence of Culture; Memes
Observational learning occurs when an Observer animal, O, perceives an action
(or action-outcome) by a Demonstrator animal, D, which action is not already in
O’s repertory. From that perception, O creates a new CS, the nimage of which is a
pretty good facsimile of the nimage governing D’s behavior. O has thereby
acquired a bit of culture from D: O’s replicate of D’s nimage is what I called a
“cultural instruction” (1968, 1975a) and Richard Dawkins famously dubbed a
meme (1976).
With repeated observations, and/or by plugging in and shaping existing CSes as
subordinates, and/or by creating some subordinate CSes, O may replicate an
entire control system hierarchy of D’s. (I argue that observational learning
requires perceptual control mechanisms and thus confirms PCT. See Appendix B.)
Occasional examples of observational learning pop up as early in evolutionary
history as other forms of nimage acquisition, at least in the laboratory.15, but no
infrahuman species has adopted it as a principal mode of learning. 16

15

Cf. Thonhauser et al. 2013 and the examples referred to therein on p. 927.
The spread of yam-washing and grain-filtering found in some troops of Japanese macaques comes to mind here,
as do certain tool-making behaviors of chimpanzees. One argument for calling those infra-human examples
“cultural” is that, at least at first, memes tend to spread rapidly within one local group but stop at group
boundaries.
16
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On the other hand, human acquisition of culture of many kinds occurs through
observational learning.17 Memes for tool making and use are obvious examples.
The clearest examples occur when D is unaware that O is watching or listening, as
when children acquire memes for facial expressions, gait variations, social norms,
and linguistic elements characteristic of their group.18
It appears that the adaptive trend leading to such sophisticated observational
learning took place over some 700,000 years beginning about 2.5 million years
ago, as our ancestor Homo erectus spread through Africa and into most of the
eastern hemisphere. Based on their reverse engineering of H.erectus’s Lower
Paleolithic Oldowan stone tool technology, Morgan et al. (2015) postulate an
evolutionary sequence of imitation/emulation, basic teaching, gestural teaching,
and eventually at least the beginnings of verbal teaching.
Stage Five, Cultural Evolution via Natural Selection of Memes
A nimage isn’t a meme until it’s acquired by observational learning or verbally
(below), but once it’s a meme it can participate in the evolution of culture by
natural selection: like a gene, if its behavior (a/k/a expression) frequently enables
its retention and propagation in its current surroundings,19 a meme can achieve
some degree of permanency there.

17

“Most human behavior is learned observationally through modeling: from observing others, one forms an idea
of how new behaviors are performed, and on later occasions this coded information serves as a guide for action.”
(Bandura 1977:22)
18
Note that the effort involved in cultural transmission is always done by O, but by D only in special circumstances.
It’s probably better to think of cultural acquisition rather than transmission. The world’s champion acquirers and
bearers of culture are, of course, human beings -- particularly the young.
19
As you have seen, that’s the essence of my definition of Natural Selection (Cloak 1986).
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The different natures of genes and memes make for great differences between
the mechanics and velocities of genetic and of cultural evolution. To illustrate,
imagine a troop of ground-dwelling monkeys, like macaques or baboons, who
subsist mainly on roots. The troop has been joined by a monkey from a
neighboring troop. There are two versions of this story, a “gene” version and a
“meme” version.
In the gene version, the new member is carrying a gene (or, rather, a version of a
gene, an allele) not currently in the troop’s gene pool. Let’s say this “new gene”,
when expressed, causes the occurrence of CS{Eating a Patooba Root} by creating
a new CS or modifying an existing one.20
The new member finds a mate. Now the tests of natural selection begin:
Remembering that an organism is a functionally integrated whole, and that most
genes have multiple phenotypic effects, does this mating produce offspring at
least as viable as those produced by within-troop matings? If so, does the new
nimage, on balance, enable its carriers to expand their diet to include nutritious
Patooba roots? If so, the new gene may become established, and eventually fixed,
in the troop’s gene pool, as its carriers are better able to survive and reproduce
than their non-carrying troopmates. We call such long-lasting change (genetic)
“evolution”.
In the meme version of our scenario, the immigrant monkey again possesses
CS{Eating a Patooba Root}, novel to the host troop. Her searching for, obtaining,
and eating that root attracts the attention of some (probably young) members of

20

The “new gene” could just as well be a local mutation; the subsequent process is the same.
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the troop.21 Some of them may thereby create CS{Eating a Patooba Root} in their
own nervous systems via observational learning, and integrate it into their own
CS{Food Search} hierarchy. (I keep saying “some” and “may” to indicate the
multiple selective factors at work in this whole scenario.) If so, the CS{Eating a
Patooba Root} nimage is now a meme.
If, by the same process, CS{Eating a Patooba Root} propagates throughout the
troop, and endures for a reasonable length of time, we can call the scenario an
instance of cultural evolution.22
Stage Six, Language and the Evolving Dominance of Culture
Without language, the highest level CSes are those genetically provided to meet
basic physiological and social needs for survival and reproduction; e.g., CS{Stayin’
Alive} and CS{Taking Care of Mate & Offspring}. Memes acquired by observational
learning may be selected if they serve those CSes; i.e., if they become
incorporated into hierarchies under those CSes.
You may have noticed that the operation of each CS is, per Powers, goal-directed,
the goal being lodged in the nimage. Language lets us humans store goals that are
more like the everyday usage of the term, even including CSes that can override
the basic needs CSes.
At some point during the evolution of language capability, it became possible to
describe perceptions; i.e., express them with utterances, like “(I see) a bird” or “(I
21

The monkey with the “new meme” could just as well be a local inventor; again, the subsequent process is the
same.
22
On the other hand, a novel nimage may pass all the tests to become a meme, spread rapidly throughout the
troop (or village or nation or planet), and then just as rapidly fade from the repertory; that scenario wasn’t
evolutionary. The meme was only a fad. Think popular dance-steps and political slogans.
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smell) a rat”. After that, it was an easy evolutionary step to describing nimages,
which of course requires the hearer to re-create the nimage. 23 If the hearer
adopts the nimage, i.e., incorporates it into a control system, it automatically
becomes a meme, a goal for his/her perception.
As language-culture evolves, a novel nimage can be generated by a random
mutation-like shift of chemicals in a neuron’s extracellular matrix (Marx and Gilon
2012), or by a shift of words in a sentence, or simply by “anything a person can
imagine wanting to perceive”.24 If he/she then describes the novel nimage to
another person and the other person also adopts it, it thereby becomes a meme,
subject to natural selection and therefore, possibly, propagation.
Planning becomes possible: Gratification can be deferred more widely and much
longer in time. Opportunities for cooperation and competition increase greatly.
Among humans where memes and hierarchies have become fixed in a small,
isolated population of hunter/gatherers or gardeners, the cooperative
interdependency among the memes in a collection may make the collection
(appear to be) a functionally integrated whole, analogous to an organism or a
beehive: what anthropologists call a culture.25 But with language, social groups

23

This could be where people began to experience images.
I think combining two or more dynamic nimages, letting them run together, and adopting (or rejecting) the
outcome nimage fits well into D. T. Campbell’s (1960) theory of creative thought. Example: “What if I sat on the
horse, instead of hitching it to a cart?”
25
Terms such as “ethos”, “theme”, “mores”, and “pattern” have been employed to explain that integration. Such
explanations would be improved, and could be confirmed scientifically, if usages of those terms were grounded via
the language of memes and hierarchies.
24
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can become much larger, although less cohesive -- from band gatherings to
empires.26
Today a complex system of tools, techniques, values, and social relations can
spread widely as a collection of memes in interlocking hierarchies, adopted all
together by individuals or members of populations. World religions are examples
of such a complex system, which one might call a supermeme.27 Although
supermemes continue to be shaped by the usual selection process, they can
become dominant, in effect domesticating adopting groups and their local
cultures (Cloak 1975a:177, 1986:171). This happens when a supermeme’s
expressions and their outcomes help determine the further selection (and of
course de-selection) of the local culture’s memes and even of its genes, because
the supermeme has become part of the local culture’s ecological niche.
Summary: Reviewing Ideas and Hypotheses
This essay brings up many ideas that have come to me over the years, including
some that came to me while I was writing it. I list them below. If any reader
recognizes any of them, please let me know, in as much detail as possible, so I can
acknowledge their provenience in a future version of the essay.28
 The odds against evolution proceeding from a naked earth-like planet to
something like multicellular animals, let alone to something like humans
with culture, may be nearly infinite; but with a near-infinite number of such
planets, it did happen, here on Earth.

26

There is a substantial literature on the evolution of culture, and cultures, through natural selection. The classic
example of this is Boyd and Richerson 1985 (who, I should add, have not accepted the idea of memes).
27
It appears that a supermeme might be a special case of a memeplex, as discussed by Blackmore (1999).
28
tcloak@unm.edu
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 Evolution through natural selection began with the very first
macromolecules. Self-replication, far from being necessary for natural
selection, itself evolved through natural selection, defined as any entity
prolonging its existence by its behavior (Cloak 1986). I suggest that the
adaptive trend leading to self-replication included macromolecules’ forging
and spinning off component molecules, thereby speeding up spontaneous
self-assembly of similar macromolecules.
 A macromolecule’s behavior and its outcome depend on both the structure
of the macromolecule and its surroundings, especially its immediate
surroundings, so if it propagates it can be said to be adapting itself to those
surroundings, which can be referred to as its ecological niche. 29
 An adaptive trend is simply a series of adaptations to its niche by a
changing macromolecule or other behaving entity. A trend may be initiated
by a change in the entity or a change in its surroundings.
 Multicellular animals, like anything else alive, continue to exist because
they behave, including but not limited to “gross” behavior (utilizing
appendages). These behaviors depend upon/are the behaving entity’s
control of its perceptions (Powers 1973, Powers et al. 2011), so the entity
must somehow include mechanisms of perceptual control, i.e., control
systems (CSes) (Figures 1-4 and accompanying text, above). CSes are
organized in hierarchies, wherein a higher-level CS’s output sets the
reference standard for the next lower CS or CSes, thus using it/them to help
control its perceptions.

29

The same can be said not just for macromolecules, but for any behaving entity.
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 In many cases, the reference standard for a CS is stored in a memory
function that is part of the CS; the higher-level CS’s output message
addresses that memory instead of directly setting the reference standard. I
call the content of the memory function a “nimage”, a neural image,
because it also may be reflected in an image in the (human) animal’s
experience.
 Powers introduces the memory function in chapter 15 of Behavior: The
Control of Perception (1973). It was a serendipity that I was studying
chapter 15 at about the same time that I ran across Marx and Gilon’s
articles showing that memory can be stored biochemically in the
extracellular matrix of a single neuron, and also that I was beginning to
understand the extraordinary nature of intracellular activity. That’s when I
came up with the hypothesis that there could be a structure in the cell,
analogous to the ribosome, that carries the entire control system, with the
extracellular matrix accounting for the memory/nimage.
 Two things must be said about the above hypothesis: first, that testing it
may require a molecular biological effort comparable to that of Franklin,
Watson, Crick, and the others in the 1950s, and second, that my bringing it
up is a digression from the trajectory of this essay as expressed in its title.
 Whatever its physical basis, the CS evolved genetically through a series of
steps until it allowed observational learning, whereby one animal can
acquire a working copy of another’s nimage, thus creating a meme. This
was the dawn of culture and cultural evolution.
 With the advent of speech and language, the exchange of memes
accelerated, always subject to natural selection. That brought on an
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explosion of culture and cultures and the spread of humanity over most of
the globe.
 In many cases and in many ways, culture came to dominate its carriers and
their groups. Culture domesticated not only crops but farmers, not only
cattle but herders.
And that’s how Star Stuff Evolved into Human Culture.

Appendix A. On ecological niches and adaptive trends
When a macromolecule such as a gene acts, two sets of factors are at work: one,
the gene action itself and its phenotypic result; and two, the existing material
conditions surrounding the action and contributing to the outcome. Those latter
conditions, taken in their entirety, constitute the macromolecule’s ecological
niche. Therefore, if the macromolecule is a gene, its niche includes not only part
of the immediate surroundings of the carrying organism, but much of the carrying
organism itself. So gene action often affects the gene’s own ecological niche. If
the acting gene is novel but adaptive, having mutated, the resulting niche will
likely be novel. So then may another gene-mutation, heretofore non-adaptive or
maladaptive, become adaptive.
Sometimes, although not necessarily, there may be a series of such events which
to an observer appear progressive. That’s what I mean by an adaptive trend.
Adaptive trends most often occur, or at least are most apparent, during secular
change in the outer environment. They are not in any sense causative or
explanatory. They are simply the result of repeated occurrences of natural
selection under certain conditions. For example:
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Six million years or so ago, our four-footed ape-ancestors lived in the African
forest. Although they came down by day to forage, at night they made their
sleeping nests in the trees to avoid predation by large carnivores.
But in part of their terrain, long-term reduction in rainfall slowly turned the forest
into open savannah. Over the generations, to forage, apes resident in that part
had to travel farther and farther between smaller and smaller groves of trees.
Standing and moving on their hind legs, although initially clumsy, made it easier
to carry food, young, and perhaps sticks as weapons and tools, and also made it
easier to scan above the savannah vegetation for predators, food sources, and
each other.
Suddenly (geologically speaking), certain DNA mutations which had heretofore
been useless or worse now sequentially became adaptive because they
incrementally improved the apes’ ability to walk upright, by making changes in
the bones and muscles of their pelves, their backbones, their feet, their skulls,
etc. An ecological niche for an upright walking ape had opened, and this adaptive
trend filled it, in just a few thousand generations -- or so we can phrase it.
I suspect that many cases of punctuated equilibrium are in fact just adaptive
trends.
Appendix B. Observational Learning Requires Perceptual Control Mechanisms
This argument utilizes a paraphrase of Thonhauser et al. 2013, wherein five pairs
of stingrays, each consisting of a D and an O, were put through the same
experiment, with five virtually identical outcomes.
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So let’s start with “RayD”, a typical demonstrator stingray. After many attempts,
by trial and error, she hits upon the best technique, Suck and Wave (S&W), to
extract the food reward from the enclosing pipe segment. Subsequently, she uses
S&W in at least ten consecutive successful trials.
Now comes “RayO”, a typical observer stingray. Although he has never before
confronted the apparatus, he watches avidly, several times, as RayD goes through
her paces. (You can even see his eyeballs following her movements.)
A month later, it’s RayO’s turn to try to get the treat. Just like RayD, he uses trial
and error and ends up using S&W for success at least ten consecutive times. But it
takes him only about half as many trials! How in the world does he manage that?
Here’s how:
He has recorded her actions, including S&W, in his memory. Metaphorically
speaking, he has made a movie, or more likely a dozen or so film clips, and stored
them. Then, on test, he plays back those clips and matches his perceptions of his
own actions to them; just as you or I might watch a copied YouTube clip of an
expert repairing a faucet or striking a yoga pose and match our perceptions of our
own movements with the expert’s movements.
Those “clips”, of course, are actually memes, each of them a nimage sending a
reference signal to the comparator of its own little perceptual control system (CS).
Has anyone proposed a better, or even a different, biophysical mechanism
underlying observational learning?
It’s clear, of course, that RayO used this play-back process again and again, for his
ten consecutive successes. But, you may ask, how did RayD manage her ten
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consecutive successes? Did she have CSes with S&W nimages for that? I submit
that she did; she constructed them herself, when she tried her S&W solution, and
then she reinforced them through the regular learning processes.
Given all the other evidence for perceptual control, I happily extrapolate it to all
animal behavior at every level, back at least to our last common ancestor with
Potamotrygon falkneri or even with Octopus vulgaris (Fiorito & Scotto 1992).

EPILOGUE
A few months ago, I started sharing my morning newspaper with a neighbor,
dropping it on her doorstep. One day, to avoid stirring up her dog, I decided to
toss it from the sidewalk. Without thinking, I folded the paper. When I had it
folded, I realized that I’d done exactly what I did over and over again when I
delivered the Appleton Post-Crescent door to door back in 1945-46, when I was
13 and 14 years old!
Here is my rough analysis of the control systems involved:
The main or top CS is CS{Folded Newspaper}, as I now held it in my hand ready to
throw. Perceiving this was my end goal.
CS{Folded Newspaper} used CS{(Me) Folding the Paper}, which in turn used a
sequence of CSes, as follows:
 CS{Bottom Half of Front Page, Dividing Fold Down}
 CS{Right Third Folded Over}
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 CS{Left Third Folded Over Right Third}
 CS{Left Fold Creased Flat}
 CS{Right Fold Creased Flat}
 CS{Right Fold Opened Using Right Thumb at Bottom}
 CS{Left Fold Inserted in Right Fold}
 CS{Sides Pushed Back Together}
 CS{Both Folds Creased Again}
 CS{Result Inverted and Rapped on Hard Surface}
Each of those visual and tactile CSes, of course, used its own hierarchy of lowerlevel arm- and finger-movement CSes, which in turn used sundry hierarchies of
proprioception CSes involving joints and muscle fibers, etc., amounting in all to
several dozen, likely hundreds, of control systems arranged in the hierarchy
headed by CS{Folded Newspaper}.
Per Powers (1973), each control system (CS) has its own reference standard to
which it attempts to match its input perception. These CSes, and their reference
standards, have lived in my brain and/or elsewhere in my central nervous system
for some three quarters of a century. Where are they kept, and how did they get
there?
The lower-level CSes and their reference standards have been acquired via
genetic ontogeny and honed by shaping and operant learning. Their reference
standards are probably furnished by the CSes using them and are thus stored in
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the output functions of those using CSes. Most of those lower-level CSes have
always participated in just about everything I do using my hands.
I acquired the mid- and higher-level CSes in this {Folded Newspaper} hierarchy,
however, by observational learning, and perhaps by some verbal tuition, from
more experienced newsboys, right after I purchased my route. (I think it goes
without saying that I then honed them with practice, i.e. by shaping and operant
learning.) Those CSes’ reference standards are stored in their memory functions
as set out by Powers in Chapter 15, in representational/imaginal form or, as I
would say, as nimages. Their modes of acquisition – observational learning, verbal
tuition -- identify them as elements of culture, that is, as “cultural instructions”
(Cloak 1968, 1975a) or memes (Dawkins 1976). All culture is made up of such bits.
The CS{Folded Newspaper} hierarchy is not, of course, free standing. It is, or was,
a part or element or feature of my CS{Delivering The Paper} hierarchy which was,
in turn, part of both my CS{Making Some Money} and the CS{Post-Crescent
Circulation} hierarchy and so on, up to the whole “Culture of Appleton, Wisconsin,
ca. 1945” ensemble of hierarchies of CSes – not all of which, of course, were ever
carried in my central nervous system.
***
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